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A Power-Delay Efficient Hybrid
Carry-Lookahead/Carry-Select Based

Redundant Binary to Two’s Complement Converter
Yajuan He, Student Member, IEEE, and Chip-Hong Chang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents an efficient reverse converter for

transforming the redundant binary (RB) representation into two’s

complement form. The hierarchical expansion of the carry equa-

tion for the reverse conversion algorithm creates a regular multi-

level structure, from which a high-speed hybrid carry-lookahead/

carry-select (CLA/CSL) architecture is proposed to fully exploit

the redundancy of RB encoding for VLSI efficient implementa-

tion. The optimally designed CSL sections interleaved evenly in

the mixed-radix CLA network to boost the performance of the re-

verse converter well above those designed based on a homogeneous

type of carry propagation adder. The logical effort characteriza-

tion captures the effect of circuit’s fan-in, fan-out and transistor

sizing on performance, and the evaluation shows that our proposed

architecture leads to the fastest design. A 64-bit transistor-level cir-

cuit implementation of our proposed reverse converter and that of

its most competitive contender were simulated to validate the log-

ical effort delay model. The pre- and post-layout HSPICE simu-

lation results reveal that our new converter expends at least two

times less energy (power–delay product) than the competitor cir-

cuit and is capable of completing a 64-bit conversion in 829 ps and

dissipates merely 5.84 mW at a data rate of 1 GHz and a supply

voltage of 1.8 V in TSMC 0.18- m CMOS technology.

Index Terms—Carry-lookahead adder (CLA), carry-select
adder (CSL), redundant binary (RB) multiplier, reverse converter,
ripple-carry adder.

I. INTRODUCTION

D
IGITAL multipliers are an indispensable component in

general-purpose microprocessors, digital signal proces-

sors (DSPs), and multimedia application accelerators. Over the

last two decades, we have witnessed an apparent paradigm shift

and a surge of interest to explore alternative number represen-

tations for digital multiplier design [1]–[3], among which the

redundant binary (RB) number [4], [5] has emerged as a key

internal format to speed up the partial product accumulation of

fast tree-structured parallel multipliers. The carry-free addition

allows the partial products to be reduced at a rate of 2:1 using

the RB adders as opposed to the 3:2 reduction rate with a

full adder in the normal binary (NB) multiplier. In addition,

the regular structure of the RB summing tree also makes RB

multipliers amendable to area-efficient VLSI layout.
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As the accustomed bus architectures of DSPs and standard pe-

ripheral devices are still based on the two’s complement number

representation, an additional reverse conversion step is required

in the final stage of the RB multiplier to convert the summation

result in RB form to two’s complement number. Unfortunately,

this stage appears to be the major performance bottleneck in the

entire RB multiplier architecture [4]. It has been proven that ab-

solutely carry-free RB multiplier does not exist, and any such

proposal ever claimed with superior performance has been in-

validated [6]–[9].

Traditionally, the reverse converter can be implemented in a

straightforward way by a chain of serially connected full adders

[10]. Therefore, the fast RB-to-NB conversion problem can be

traced back to the origin of fast carry propagation adder (CPA)

logic. A fast converter based on carry-lookahead (CLA) mode

was proposed in [10]. To simplify the carry generation logic, a

new variable was defined to detect and signal carry propagation.

In [11], a specialized carry propagation circuit is implemented

with serial transmission gates (TGs) to gain speed. However,

numerous inverters must be inserted as buffers to avoid perfor-

mance degradation due to decaying drivability of cascaded TGs.

A grouped carry-select method was proposed in [4] in which

the carry generation circuit was implemented with carry-select

adders and grouped in such a way that the number of digits in

the group increases by one progressively.

Among the two operand parallel adders, hybrid carry-looka-

head and carry-select adder is widely known as the most effi-

cient adder and has been employed for the design of various fast

adders in the two’s complement regime [12]–[14]. A general ar-

chitecture for its design has also been proposed by Wang et al.

[15]. Motivated by the lack of dedication of such a fast addi-

tion technique to the bottleneck operation for the advancement

of RB arithmetic, this paper brings together new circuit design

strategies and insights to the RB-to-NB converter.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A brief

introduction to the RB multiplier and the inter-conversions

between RB number and two’s complement number represen-

tations are given in Section II. Section III describes our pro-

posed hybrid carry-lookahead/carry-select (CLA/CSL)-based

RB-to-NB converter architecture and variants of circuit topolo-

gies for the parallel-prefix carry generation with uniform and

nonuniform block factors. An optimal implementation of a

64-bit reverse converter with the novel CSL circuit is detailed

in Section IV to elaborate the design concept. The performance

evaluation of the proposed converter and previous work using a

logical effort method are presented in Section V, along with the
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prelayout HSPICE simulation results of two competitive 64-bit

reverse converters implemented in 0.18- m CMOS technology.

The post-layout simulation results of our proposed converter

are also reported. We conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A RB number is a subset of a more generalized set of num-

bers known as signed digit number representation. It consists

of digits from the set . In RB representation, the dec-

imal value of an -digit RB number ,

where , is given by

(1)

To implement RB arithmetic with standard logic elements, the

RB number needs to be encoded into normal binary bit stream.

A commonly used binary coding, which is adopted in this study

is based on binary subtraction of two binary bits and as

(2)

Analogously to the signed multiplication in two’s comple-

ment domain, an RB multiplier can be divided into three major

building blocks, namely: 1) the Booth encoder and partial

product generator; 2) the tree-structured array of RB adders

(RBAs); and 3) the RB-to-NB reverse converter. Here the input

operands and outputs are assumed to be in two’s complement

form. Therefore, the inter-conversions between the two’s com-

plement number and the RB number are overheads associated

with the compatibility in data transfer through standard periph-

eral interfaces. The decimal value of an -bit two’s complement

binary number is given by

(3)

From (1) and (3), it is observed that the forward conversion

from an -bit two’s complement number representation into its

RB number representation involves only the change of the most

significant bit (MSB). Thus, the time required by this conver-

sion is independent of the operand length. Therefore, the main

overhead of the RB multiplication process lies in the conver-

sion of the final partial product summation result from the RB

form back to its two’s complement representation. Since each

RB digit can be decomposed into two binary bits, convention-

ally, the reverse conversion algorithm has been derived from the

basic RB number definition

(4)

where represents the final result and and are the two

binary numbers in two’s complement form decomposed from

the RB number as

Fig. 1. Example of a reverse conversion from 00110001 to 00001111.

A two’s complement subtraction is what it takes to obtain the

result of (4) as shown in

(5)

Fig. 1 shows an example of a conventional RB-to-NB conver-

sion method.

This implies that the reverse converter can be implemented

in a straightforward way by a chain of serially connected full

adders. It should be noted that the carry out of the most signif-

icant digit (MSD) is equal to the MSB of . For the correct

result, this carry out shall be ignored instead of being gener-

ated from the addition itself. This differentiates between the re-

verse converter and CPA as the sign bit of the converted two’s

complement number is located at the MSD position of the RB

number. Let denote a digit of the final RB partial

product and be the carry-in from the next lower

order digit, and then the sum output of the partial products

and the carry-out signal can be derived from (5) as follows:

(6)

where , and is the number of digits of

the final RB partial product to be converted to NB number.

represents the first carry-in to the least significant digit (LSD)

of the RB number.

III. EXPLORATION OF HYBRID CLA/CSL ARCHITECTURE FOR

RB-TO-NB CONVERSION

Many adder types in the NB regime exist, and each has its own

advantages and disadvantages. By far, the most comprehensive

study from the very large-scale integration (VLSI) perspective

of parallel adders has been provided in [16]. Among the two

operand parallel adders, the carry-lookahead adder (CLA), with

ELM [17] and B&K [18] adders being special variants, is widely

known as the fastest adder with huge hardware cost, while the

ripple-carry adder (RCA) consumes the least chip area but has

the longest delay time, and the carry-select adder (CSL) is in-

termediate in performance between speed and area. To speed

up CSL computation, CLA architecture is used to generate the

select signals of CSL, leading to the hybrid CLA/CSL adder

[12]–[15]. In this section, we will further explore the parallel

and unidirectional generation of carry-select signals by lever-

aging the dedicated RB number encoding for the RB-to-NB re-

verse conversion algorithm.
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A. Hybrid CLA/CSL-Based Reverse Conversion Algorithm

In a hybrid CLA/CSL circuit, the selected carry signals and

sum bits are generated simultaneously by the cooperative exe-

cution of CLA and CSL networks. The selected carries are gen-

erated by a CLA tree without back propagation. The number of

carry outputs to be generated is significantly reduced with reg-

ular interleaves of CSL sections. The sum bits are computed in

sections by the CSL. Conventionally, each section of a CSL is

implemented with dual RCA blocks with the constant carry-in

of 0 and 1, respectively. Due to the anticipatory parallel com-

putation, once the carry signal for the local section is generated

by the CLA network, the corresponding carry-select adders will

choose the correct sum and produce the output directly.

We make use of the fact that the binary pair representing each

RB digit can never become “1” simultaneously. This is because

(1, 1) has been converted to (0, 0) before the RBA tree stage to

eliminate the inconsistent representations of “0” in order to sim-

plify the design of RBA as described in [4]. The inherent redun-

dancy of the RB coding format gives rise to the following simpli-

fications for the generation of carry-generate bits , carry-prop-

agate bits , and half-sum bits :

(7)

With (7), (6) can be simplified as follows:

(8)

By unrolling the recursion, we have

...

(9)

where and

the operators and denote Boolean sum and product, re-

spectively. Based on (9), can be expanded by iteratively ex-

panding the recursion as follows:

(10)

where , ,

and .

For ease of exposition, a block factor of three is assumed in

the above derivation, i.e., and are Boolean product and

sum of three terms, respectively. The decomposition of in

the derivation of (10) shows that only some instead of all of the

carries need to be generated. The integer index signifies the

bit position of the selected carry signal to be generated from the

carry-lookahead unit. The number of carry generation units is

dependent on the operand length. The integer index is used to

uniquely identify each carry generation unit. If is the length

of the RB operand to be converted to two’s complement number,

then the range of all integer values of and the positions of all

the carry signals can be determined as follows:

(11)

where denotes the largest integer value not exceeding .

More levels of decomposition are also possible following the

similar approach of derivation according to the operand length

. , and hence , can be generated in a hierarchy of homo-

geneous carry-lookahead units. These signals are the inputs to

the CSL blocks at the leaves of the lookahead tree. Such a con-

version algorithm provides a similar advantageous structure as

parallel-prefix Ling’s carry generation algorithm [19]. Instead

of generating all of the carry propagation signals like a tradi-

tional parallel prefix adder, our hybrid CLA and CSL conver-

sion method can make use of pseudocarries to create the selected

carry propagation signals.

In the above derivation, the block factor is assumed to be

uniform and equal to 3. It is noted that, in hybrid CLA/CSL

configuration, the choice of carries in the carry network varies

with the block factor of CLA and the block length of CSL. It

also affects the internal load distribution of the lookahead logic

and the depth of the carry tree. For a fixed word length of RB

operand, more than one solution is available to implement the

hybrid CLA/CSL-based reverse converter. Typically, the block

factor and block length are chosen to equalize the critical carry

generation chain and the carry-select chain. The timings of these

two chains are highly dependent on the logic styles and fan-out

factor per gate for a given technology of implementation. In

what follows, we will probe on this structural optimization with

reference to CMOS and branch-based logic design style [20],

whereby the logic cells involved are made of parallel branches,

each with a limited number of serially connected transistors.

B. Parallel-Prefix Carry-Lookahead With Uniform and

Nonuniform Block Factors

Motivated by the design space of hybrid CLA/CSL architec-

tures for RB-to-NB reverse conversion, our aim in this section is

to find an optimal point to combine the CLA and CSL blocks for

better performance by analyzing the consequential carry gener-

ation schemes with uniform and nonuniform block factors. The

block factor refers to the number of binary terms in the Boolean

product and Boolean sum in the generalized expression

of (10). For layout regularity and balanced multiplexer load, it

makes good sense to interleave the carry-select signals gener-

ated by the CLA network evenly to all CSL sections. While

keeping the block lengths of CSL sections identical, the block

factors at different stages of the carry generation network can
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vary to minimize the difference between the arrival time of the

carry-select signal and the critical delay of RCA in the CSL

section.

For an -bit RB operand, let indicate the depth of the carry

generation tree, i.e., the maximum number of lookahead cells

traversed from any input to the final carry generation unit. Fur-

ther, let denote the block factor of the cells at stage where

. When nonuniform block factor is used, it is im-

portant to use an interconnection structure that is regular to ease

its implementation. We adopt the Kogge–Stone liked tree [21]

for our study as the fan-out of each cell throughout the network

can be made fairly constant, especially for those that lie on the

critical paths. To account for the number of cells with varying

fan-ins and the carries they generated for a given operand length,

we define a transitive stage as a stage in the carry gen-

eration network where the outputs of all cells in this stage are

separated by exactly the block length of the CSL section, i.e.,

.

Then, the positions of carries generated by the th

cell located at the th stage of the carry generation network with

block factor for can be determined by the

following equation:

(12)

For stages beyond , the positions of the carries generated are

given by the following equation:

(13)

In (11) and (12), is the index of the lookahead cell enumerated

from the right of the tree. The number of stages of the carry

network is bounded by

(14)

where and are the maximum and minimum block

factors, respectively.

All cells in the carry generation network can be built using a

single complex gate in static CMOS logic design style since it

offers high noise margins and robustness to device and voltage

scalings [22]. However, it should be noted that, in practice, com-

plex CMOS gates are used for a maximum fan-in of 5 to 6

[23]. To avoid chaining many p-channel devices in series for

low-voltage and deep-submicrometer technology, we restrict the

maximum number of MOSFET in series from to ground to

no more than 6, i.e., for all to investigate the variants of

mixed binary and ternary radix carry-lookahead trees using the

prefix notation [18], [21].

In prefix notation, the prefix operator, denoted by “ ,”

operates on pairs of binary generate and propagate signals.

The initial generate and propagate pairs are represented

by . From (7), the setup time of individual gen-

erate and propagate signals for prefix addition have been

substantially reduced due to the exploitation of the re-

dundancy of RB encoding. The binary pair is

used to denote the group generate and propagate terms pro-

duced from bits to . From [14], we have:

,

where

As the prefix operator is idempotent, can be de-

rived by the association of two overlapping terms as follows

[14]: , where

Fig. 2 illustrates the possible implementations of an 18-bit

parallel-prefix carry computation with the uniform block factor

(fixed radix) of 2 or 3, and nonuniform block factor (mixed

radix) of 2 and 3. In this figure, the solid node represents the

prefix operator, and the white hollow node o represents flow-

through node or buffer. Fig. 2(a)–(c) depicts several carry gen-

eration schemes for different block lengths of CSL, of 2,

4, and 8 bits using a fixed block factor of . Similarly,

Fig. 2(d) and 2(e) show two different schemes with and

9 using a fixed block factor of 3. Various combinations of

and for mixed radix schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2(f)–(l).

It is worth noting that, in the mixed radix schemes, the block

factor is uniform within the same stage but nonuniform across

stages. Completely mixed-radix carry generation trees are ana-

lytically obscure to unification with the CSL sections for hybrid

CLA/CSL due to the immense number of complex formations

that could be enumerated. The use of mixed radix cells within

the same stage can easily annihilate the regularity and unneces-

sarily complicate circuit and layout optimizations. Therefore, it

will only be considered on a sparse number of leave cells after

the optimal regular mixed radix tree has been established and

provided its use will reduce the depth of the tree with minimal

impediment on layout regularity.

The speed of the hybrid CLA/CSL architecture is minimized

when the critical delay of the CLA network is commensurate

with that of the CSL sections. Therefore, for speed optimiza-

tion, the block factor for the CLA complex gates at each stage

of the hierarchy can be optimized to tailor to the optimal block

length of CSL based on the implementations of the RCA and

multiplexer logics. The RB encoding has been beneficially ex-

ploited in the RCA for the CSL circuit. Transistor-level cir-

cuit design techniques have been applied to devise a new area-

and power-efficient add-one circuit for the CSL adder. The de-

tails of the novel CSL circuit for the hybrid CLA/CSL reverse

converter is best demonstrated with a 64-bit RB-to-NB con-

verter to be presented in Section IV. The critical path for both

the CLA network and CSL sections are best evaluated with a

good technology-independent model that account for loading

at transistor-level implementation to determine an optimized

mixed-radix CLA structure for various operand lengths. This

will be carried out in Section V.
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Fig. 2. 18-bit parallel-prefix carry generation with various block factors and block lengths of CSL. (a) b = 2 and m = 2. (b) b = 2 and m = 4. (c) b = 2 and
m = 8. (d) b = 3 and m = 3. (e) b = 3 and m = 9. (f) b 2 f2; 3g and m = 2. (g) b 2 f2;3g and m = 3. (h) b 2 f2;3g and m = 4. (i) b 2 f2;3g and
m = 6. (j) b 2 f2;3g and m = 6. (k) b 2 f2;3g and m = 8. (l) b 2 f2;3g and m = 9.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF A 64-b REVERSE CONVERTER

A. Architecture of 64-bit Reverse Converter

Here, a 64-bit RB-to-NB reverse converter is implemented

with our proposed CLA/CSL-based architecture. In principle,

the block length of CSL can take any discrete value for any com-

bination of the product of through at the transitive stage.

In our implementation, we have limited the fan-in and fan-out

of every circuit node to no more than 3 to avoid chaining more

than three p-channel/n-channel devices in series. Therefore, the

length of the CSL section will be a power of 2 or 3 or a multiple

of 6 since the value of is confined to 2 or 3. We have selected

an optimal block length of CSL, , to match a mixed-radix

carry generation network from among the plausible topologies

presented in Section III based on an objective evaluation through

a credible logical effort model. The model of evaluation and the

results will be discussed in detail in the next section.

For CSL sections of constant block length , the im-

plementation of a 64-bit reverse converter is not unique as the

depth of the carry generation tree can be either 5 or 6 according

to the block factors selected for each stage. An efficient imple-

mentation of a 64-bit reverse converter architecture with

is shown in Fig. 3. The numerical indices of and are used to

identify the stage numbers and the positions of the CLA cells at

each stage, respectively.

From Fig. 3, the regular carry generation network of the hy-

brid CLA/CSL-based 64-bit reverse converter is optimized with

and . For , the tran-

sitive stage occurs at stage 2 but instead of is selected to be

of radix-3 to take advantage of the carry equation (10) with di-

rect RB input in the first stage. From (12) and (13), the ten carry

outputs generated by the carry-lookahead network are , ,

, , , , , , , and , each of which is to

be fed into one of the ten CSL sections excluding the first sec-

tion. The first section has a constant input, which can be imple-

mented directly as a modified RCA without the add-one circuit.

For the end section, a 4-bit CSL suffices since the total number

of sum bits is 64 b. From the topological diagram, it is observed

that the two cells and that generate the carries and

at the last stage can be ganged with their preceding cells

in Stage 5 to save one stage. The two radix-3 prefix operators
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the 64-bit reverse converter.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the modified 64-bit reverse converter.

Fig. 5. Circuit implementation of G and P cells in the five-stage CLA network.

formed have the additional inputs stemmed from the first two

buffer nodes at Stage 4. Therefore, none of the operators has a

fan-out that exceeds three, and there is no change in the critical

path except a slight perturbation to the wiring. Fig. 4 shows the

block diagram of the final five-stage reverse converter.

Let and represent the carry propagate and generate

signals produced by the th prefix operator at the th stage. Then,

using the expansion of (10), the mixed-radix lookahead cells

of the CLA network are constructed with the following logical

expressions after appropriate resubstitution of terms:

(15)

Only seven different types of cells are required for the carry

generation network. These schematics are shown in Fig. 5. In

Fig. 5, type-A and -B cells are used to generate the signals

in the first stage and signals for all radix-3 prefix operators,

respectively. Type-C and -D cells are NAND and NOR gate used
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to generate the signals for all radix-2 prefix operators. Type-E

and -F cells are complex gates used to generate the signals for

all radix-2 prefix operators. A type-G cell is a complex gate used

merely to generate and at Stage 5. It should be noted

that all of the and outputs alternate in polarities in the odd

and even stages to unify the cells used. This unification not only

simplifies and modularizes the circuit of the carry network but

also reduces its delay.

B. Design Considerations: Modified Add-One CSL Scheme

Among the arithmetic circuit design techniques, CSL has

emerged as an eminent approach to address the area–time

tradeoff of CPA design. It exhibits the advantage of logarithmic

gate depth as in any structure of the distant-carry adder family.

When it is used together with CLA in the proposed RB-to-NB

reverse converter, higher speed can be achieved at the expense

of increased hardware cost. Our approach to hybrid CLA/CSL

design differs from others [13], [16], [20] in that we combine the

logic structure with a circuit technique to minimize the number of

transistors used in the CSL section without degrading its perfor-

mance. Besides, we have fully tapped on the redundancy of RB

encoding to halve the logics in the mandatory copy of the RCA

of each CSL section, which further speeds up its sum and carry

generation.

From (8), two separate carry chains with block carry-in of

0 and 1 can be derived for the CSL network. The benefit

of having two carry chains is the saving of certain hardware

resources. However, it also has the potential to increase the

overall latency of the hybrid CLA/CSL circuit. A possible

solution to improve the speed is to use two copies of RCA

blocks and select the correct sum value according to the final

block carry-in signals. Although it improves the speed sig-

nificantly, the amount of transistors used is also sizable. To

circumvent this problem, an add-one circuit was proposed by

Chang in [24]. As opposed to using dual RCAs in the con-

ventional CSL, the architecture of contemporary CSL adder

comprises a single RCA, a first zero detection and selective

complement add-one circuit, and a carry-select multiplexer

circuit as shown in Fig. 6 [24]. It achieves a 29.2% area re-

duction at the expense of 5.9% speed penalty for a 64-bit CSL

over the conventional dual-RCA design. The circuit was fur-

ther modified by Kim [25] to achieve even better performance.

Unfortunately, an omission of a multiplexer in the MSB posi-

tion of the add-one block was found in the design depicted in

the circuit architecture schematic of [25].

We improve the add-one CSL circuit to further minimize the

transistor count without any speed penalty. Since the add-one

circuit is based on a “first” zero detection logic, it generates

by inverting each bit in starting from the LSB until the first

zero is encountered, where and are the sum outputs of the

two copies of RCA with block carry-in 0 and 1, respectively.

Fig. 7 depicts the proposed add-one circuit using buffers with

only one inverter, and we have proved that the add-one circuit

with single inverter buffers performs exactly the same function

as that shown in Fig. 6 [26].

In Fig. 6, the complements of the sum bits are generated from

the internal nodes of a pMOS-nMOS chain. Before the first zero

Fig. 6. CSL with a single RCA and an add-one circuit [24].

Fig. 7. Modified add-one scheme.

bit is detected, each pMOS and nMOS pair functions as an in-

verter. Once the first zero bit has occurred, the pMOS and nMOS

pair acts as a multiplexer, which selects either or as

described by

(16)

To select the correct sum

(17)

In our proposed add-one circuit of Fig. 7, there is no change in

the output logic before the buffer is inserted. From (16) and (17),

we have

(18)

Similarly

(19)

This verifies that our proposed add-one circuit is function-

ally equivalent to the circuit of Fig. 6, but the total number of

inverters has been reduced by half. There is no speed penalty

since the block carry-in signals are generated in parallel by the

CLA network rather than locally generated from the CSL sec-

tions sequentially. In fact, it is envisaged that, with the shorter

chain and potential reduction of internal signal togglings, power

dissipation will be lowered. The internal carry chain of RCA can

also be shortened by leveraging on the special property of RB

numbers from (7). This is further elaborated as follows.
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From the original input and of the RB number to be

converted, the internal carry signal of a RCA can be simplified

as follows:

... (20)

Therefore, the carry generation chain in the proposed RCA

can be readily implemented in branch-based logic style to min-

imize the number of internal connections [20]. Branch-based

circuits possess high noise margins and robustness to voltage

and device scaling reminiscent of classical static CMOS design

style. From (7), by exploiting the RB encoding, both the sum bits

and its complement can be generated simultaneously using the

new XOR/XNOR circuit [27] to enhance their driving capability.

Comparing with the full adder of Fig. 6, which requires two XOR

gates for the sum generation, the propagation delay has been re-

duced. With the cogeneration of complementary sum bits, the

threshold voltage drop problem of pass transistors [28] in

the add-one circuit of Fig. 6 can also be overcome by replacing

them with transmission gates.

The modified 6-bit ripple-carry chain and the new add-one

circuit are integrated into a 6-bit CSL as shown in Fig. 8. Iden-

tical circuit topology for the odd and even carry-generation cells

are used to implement the carry signals with alternating polar-

ities of inputs and outputs in the modified ripple-carry chain.

At the bottom, the final sum of CSL can be generated from

the add-one circuit by using only a group of NAND gates and

multiplexers. It realizes the following logic equation derived

from (17):

(21)

The output is selected from the two data input signals and

its complement. The select signal is generated by a

NAND gate from the carry-in and the complement of .

Thus, we can eliminate one inverter in each buffer from the cor-

responding block of Fig. 6 without violating its functionality.

The NAND gates also function as buffers to improve the driving

capability.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of our newly pro-

posed converter architecture and compares it with three com-

petitive converters [4], [10], [11]. According to Section III-B,

a fixed-size operand can have several ramifications of architec-

ture depending on the block factors and block lengths of the

CSL sections chosen for the implementation. Therefore, we are

interested to find an optimum realization for a given operand

size from among the feasible solutions of our base converter

architecture.

Fig. 8. 6-bit carry-select block with modified add-one scheme.

A critical path is the worst-case delay from any input transi-

tion to the latest output transition over all possible input patterns.

As pointed out in [12], comparison of complex gates based on

a unit gate delay model in CMOS digital circuits can be mis-

leading because the delays are largely influenced by their cir-

cuit topology (fan-in) and loading (fan-out). Recently, a popular

method called logical effort (LE) based on the RC delay model

provides a convenient shorthand for more realistic speed estima-

tion of CMOS digital circuits [29], [30]. It captures reasonably

well the effect of transistor sizing for different transistor-level

implementations according to the critical paths of the corre-

sponding circuit architectures and their loading. The accuracy

of LE estimation has been attested by reliable circuit simula-

tion tool HSPICE by several researchers [30]–[32]. It therefore

provides a fast and consistent means to evaluate the potential

performance of a new reverse converter architecture as well as

the relative performances among different converters.

Using the logic effort model, we perform the complexity

analysis of our proposed reverse converter for operand lengths

of 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 with various block factors of CLA and

block lengths of CSL. The results are shown in Table I. Note

that the delay time is normalized to that of a fanout-of-4 (FO4)

inverter delay [29]. Although for certain operand lengths there

exist more than one implementations correspond to certain

block factor and block length of CSL, only the fastest solution

is presented in Table I. Since the transistor count of a circuit

has an indirect correlation to the VLSI area, the number of

transistors in each circuit is accounted for and summarized

in Table II. The area-delay products (ATs) are also provided

in Table III, where the area is measured in terms of transistor

count, the AT values are normalized by the AT value of the case

of and , and the obtained ratios are expressed
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DELAY FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF BLOCK FACTORS

OF CLA AND BLOCK LENGTHS OF CSL

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF TRANSISTOR COUNT FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF

BLOCK FACTORS OF CLA AND BLOCK LENGTHS OF CSL

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF AREA–DELAY PRODUCT FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF

BLOCK FACTORS OF CLA AND BLOCK LENGTHS OF CSL

in percentage. From these results, the most optimum reverse

converter with the minimum AT for each operand length is

selected to compare against other fast reverse converters.

For a fair comparison, the contender circuits CONV1 [4],

CONV2 [10], and CONV3 [11] were replicated as reported in

the literature. For high-speed operation, CONV1 is optimized

using CSL with minimized critical path. CONV2 is a simplified

CSL, which uses inverters instead of complex CMOS circuits to

produce the “generate signal ” and the “propagate signal ”

according to the consideration presented in [10]. CONV3 uses

pass transistor logic. Hence, buffers are inserted in every two

transmission gates to prevent the signal from decaying.

The delays of different reverse converters based on the LE

model for various operand lengths are tabulated in Table IV.

The number of transistors required by each converter is shown

in Table V. The ATs are also provided in Table VI to compare

the combined criterion of cost and performance of different re-

verse converters. In Table VI, the AT cost of CONV3 is used

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DELAY OF DIFFERENT CONVERTERS

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF TRANSISTOR COUNT OF DIFFERENT CONVERTERS

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF AREA–DELAY PRODUCT OF DIFFERENT CONVERTERS

as a reference to normalize the AT cost of all other converters.

From the above tables, it is evident that our newly proposed re-

verse converter has the minimum AT for any operand length in

comparison with other converters. More importantly, the delay

of our proposed converter does not escalate with the increase

of operand length as badly as other converters do. As the word

length increases, the improvement in the combined area–time

performance becomes more prominent.

To validate and reinforce the results estimated by the LE

model, we implement two 64-bit reverse converters. One is our

proposed converter and the other is CONV1 since it is the most

competitive one according to its performance evaluated earlier

in Tables IV–VI. As power consumption has become an increas-

ingly important performance criterion, “using a design that is

fast enough and consumes the least power” might be a better rule

of thumb than “using the fastest design” [16]. Therefore, besides

the worst case delay, the converters are also simulated for their

average power consumptions. For a fair comparison, both cir-

cuits are optimized in speed according to the critical paths esti-

mated from the architectures. The optimization process was car-

ried out recursively until all transistor sizes converged [28]. All

of the circuits are simulated using HSPICE based on the TSMC

0.18- m CMOS process model. For each simulation, HSPICE
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TABLE VII
COMPARISONS OF 64-bit REVERSE CONVERTERS

Fig. 9. Full-custom layout of the proposed 64-bit reverse converter.

will generate an average power consumption value. As the dy-

namic power dissipation increases linearly with frequency and

quadratic with supply voltage, both circuits are simulated at the

same data rate of 100 MHz and the same supply voltage of 1.8

V with 4096 randomly generated input data. A comparison of

these two converters in terms of the worst case delay, average

power dissipation, and their product are listed in Table VII.

From Table VII, our proposed 64-bit reverse converter out-

performs CONV1. It runs 1.5 times faster than CONV1 and

consumes 40% less power. This simulation result is well cor-

related to the relative performance difference between our con-

verter and CONV1 in Table I for the 64-bit word length. The gate

delay of an FO4 inverter for TSMC 0.18- m CMOS process

technology at 1.8 V is simulated to be 70 ps. Therefore, the de-

viation between HSPICE prelayout simulation and LE estima-

tion is less than 10%. This validates the legitimacy of the rapid

performance evaluation based on the LE model.

A full-custom layout of the proposed 64-bit reverse converter

circuit is carried out using the TSMC 0.18- m CMOS process,

which features six metal and one poly layers. The layout pattern

of the converter is shown in Fig. 9 and the postlayout simulation

results are summarized in Table VIII. Table VIII presents a more

accurate delay and power consumption evaluation of our pro-

posed converter as the parasitics attributed to wires have been

back annotated for the postlayout simulation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that the inherent redundancy

of RB encoding can be fully exploited to simplify and speed

up the reverse conversion through an elegant amalgamation of

mixed-radix carry-lookahead network and novel carry-select

adder. A hybrid CLA/CSL adder realization is well suited to

TABLE VIII
POSTLAYOUT FIGURE-OF-MERIT OF PROPOSED 64-bit REVERSE CONVERTER

the proposed formulation of the reverse conversion problem.

The carries of the CLA network are selected to equalize the

critical path of the optimally designed CSL sections for a given

operand length. The carry generation network is implemented

with heterogeneous CMOS cells, and the CSL block is simpli-

fied without jeopardizing the critical path delay by making use

of the group carry-in signals generated by the multilevel CLA

network. To further reduce the cost of implementing the CSL,

the ripple-carry adder chain is modified and incorporated with a

new add-one circuit. We have shown by means of logical effort

technique that the proposed reverse converter outperforms three

other competitive converters in terms of delay, transistor count

and their products for operand lengths vary from 8 to 128 b. The

speed improvement over other converters is more provident

with increased operand length. HSPICE simulation results

of a 64-bit transistor-level implementation of our proposed

converter and the best contender obtained from the LE delay

model proved the superiority of our proposed converter.
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